
Lesson #4

CONFIDENCE THAT YOU CAN HANDLE 

ANYTHING THAT COMES YOUR WAY

8 TYPES OF CONFIDENCE ECOURSE



✓ When you’re confident that you can handle anything that comes your way, you live in a state of 

preparedness. You have confidence in yourself to handle any type of situation – no matter how tricky or 

complicated it might be – in a way that will produce the best results.

✓ Feeling confident that you can handle anything that comes your way doesn’t always mean you’ll resolve 

every life situation with ease and perfection.

✓ You don’t have total control over what happens in your life. However, with this type of confidence, you do 

understand the role you play in your own destiny. 

✓ You have the power to choose how you’ll react to different situations and proceed when it’s time to act on 

them. 

✓ Because of this ability, a person with this kind of confidence really trusts themselves to make the best 

decisions possible. 

WHAT IT MEANS TO HAVE CONFIDENCE THAT YOU 

CAN HANDLE ANYTHING THAT COMES YOUR WAY



5 KEY BENEFITS OF HAVING 

CONFIDENCE THAT YOU CAN HANDLE 

ANYTHING THAT COMES YOUR WAY



YOU DON’T FIND YOURSELF 

STRESSING OVER THE FUTURE’S UNKNOWNS

Nobody can predict the future, and that can cause many people a lot of excess 

anxiety. 

When you feel confident that you can handle anything that comes your way, you don’t 

feel worried about what the future might bring because you know you’ll be able to 

handle whatever happens.



YOU FEEL EVEN MORE SELF-CONFIDENCE

Feeling like you can handle anything that comes your way is a great self confidence 

booster. 

This is a special relationship between two specific types of confidences: 

▪ Feeling like you can handle anything that comes your way makes you feel better 

about your personal skills and abilities 

▪ Feeling confident about your personal skills and abilities makes you feel better 

about handling anything that comes your way. 



YOU BECOME A ROCK FOR OTHER PEOPLE WHO 

NEED SUPPORT DURING CHALLENGING TIMES

When you have confidence that you can handle anything that comes your way, 

other people notice. 

You may even find yourself becoming the “rock,” or guidance and support, for 

other people who feel less certain about the future. 

Having confidence that you can handle anything that comes your way provides a 

lot of comfort for people who need support to face the future. 



IT’S A LOT TOUGHER TO SURPRISE 

YOU OR THROW OFF YOUR SENSES

Feeling confident that you can handle anything that comes your way makes you less susceptible to 

unpleasant surprises. 

When people face a shocking surprise, it can be difficult for them to gather themselves and move 

forward through the challenge. 

For people who feel confident that they can handle anything that comes their way, even the most 

shocking surprises don’t have quite the same effect on them. They may be bothered and have an 

emotional response, but because they feel confident that they can handle the challenge, they’re 

quicker to respond and start solving the issue rather than feeling affected by it. 



YOU DEVELOP A KEEN SENSE OF PREPAREDNESS

Part of a person’s confidence that they can handle anything that comes their way is rooted in 

preparedness. 

People with this type of confidence know that a great way to cultivate it is to become more prepared. 

When you know you have the supplies, resources, and tools you need to power through a 

variety of difficult situations, you feel a lot more prepared for whatever the future might bring. 

Even when a true disaster strikes, people with confidence that they can handle anything that comes 

their way have their tools on standby – while they might have to face a hardship, they can rest assured 

that they have what they need to get themselves through it.



You can develop a stronger sense of confidence in 

handling anything that comes your way. 

15 TIPS FOR DEVELOPING A 

STRONGER SENSE OF CONFIDENCE 

THAT YOU CAN HANDLE ANYTHING 



If humans could control every aspect of their lives, they’d never face any kind of hardship. 

Unfortunately, that isn’t the case for anyone – even your most polished and seemingly perfect 

friends do not have complete control over everything happening in their lives! 

Learning how to let go of your sense of control makes it easier to handle anything that may 

come your way. Without that sense of perfection limiting your expectations, you can be more 

creative in your methods of solving the problems. 

This is a big confidence booster – without the stress of adhering to a sense of control, you can 

do what needs to be done to solve your problems, no matter what they are. 

Learn To Let Go Of Your Sense Of Control



If you tend to be a perfectionist, let go of those difficult and impossible expectations. Striving 

for perfection is like trying to fight a losing battle – since perfection is impossible, you will 

only cause yourself extra stress trying to reach those incredibly high standards.

When you let go of perfectionism, you give yourself the power to be more creative in your 

problem solving. 

As you experience new challenges in life, you feel more confident that you can handle 

anything that comes your way – since you don’t need to get everything perfectly right, you 

can do what needs to be done to solve the problem. 

Banish Any Desires For Absolute Perfection



Making a mistake can be a rough experience that leaves you feeling ashamed or 

embarrassed. 

Reflecting on those mistakes plays a key role in helping you feel confident that you can 

handle anything that comes your way – those mistakes all taught you valuable life lessons.

When you think about the lessons you learned from your previous mistakes, you’re able to 

take that valuable knowledge with you into the future. 

Knowing that you can use that knowledge to avoid similar mistakes in the future boosts your 

confidence in handling anything that comes your way.

Reflect On Life Lessons You’ve Learned



If you could change anything in your life to suit your needs, life would be easy. 

Unfortunately, this isn’t always the case. 

Sometimes there are aspects of your life that can’t be changed. Learning to accept those can 

boost your confidence that you can handle anything that comes your way.

Learning how to identify and accept these aspects can be difficult. 

When you teach yourself to accept these traits, you’re better able to handle anything that 

comes your way in the future because it builds up the confidence you have in yourself. 

Practice Acceptance Of The Things You Can’t Change In Life



Practicing mindfulness throughout the day is an excellent way to calm down, restore your mental 

clarity, and stay present in the moment. All of these things are conducive to feeling confident that 

you can handle anything that comes your way.

A simple mindfulness practice is to close your eyes, take a few deep breaths, and focus on your 

current sensations. 

For example, you may say, “Right now, I feel the chair against my back. I smell the candle burning 

in the living room. I hear a car driving down the street.” The idea is to pull your senses back into the 

present moment so you can focus on what’s happening right now versus obsessing over the future. 

Engage In A Mindfulness Practice Regularly



Experiencing stress and anxiety can rattle your confidence. Feeling like you must be constantly 

on alert due to something causing you a high amount of stress and anxiety makes it challenging 

to feel like you can handle anything that comes your way.

Make an effort to limit the amount of excess stress and anxiety entering your life. 

▪ Are there any places in your life where you could scale back the amount of work you’re 

doing? 

▪ Are there any people in your life bringing extra stress to the table? 

If any of these situations sound familiar, it may be time to set boundaries and find ways to limit 

the amount of stress these outlets are bringing into your life.

Find Ways To Purposefully Limit The Amount Of 

Excess Stress And Anxiety Entering Your Life



Make a point to keep regular contact with the people who make up your support system. 

Keeping contact with your closest friends and family members is an excellent way to boost your 

confidence in being able to handle anything that comes your way.

Speaking regularly with your support system does more than offer good conversation. When you 

do this, you’re keeping your support system up to date with everything happening in your life. 

Speaking to your closest friends and family members on a regular basis offers comfort. When 

your closest friends and family know what’s happening in your life and you know you’re going to 

speak with them regularly, you feel a lot more confident in your ability to handle anything that 

comes your way.

Stay Connected With Your Support System



A good way to boost confidence in handling anything that comes your way can be improved with 

establishing and keeping regular routines in your day. Having routines gives your daily life predictable 

structure. 

When the regular events of your day are structured by routine, it makes it easier for you to conserve 

your energy for handling the surprises life tosses your way.

You can establish a variety of routines throughout your day to make life easier. For example, 

considering establishing routines for….

▪ Getting ready for a restful night’s sleep each evening 

▪ Preparing your things for school or work the night before 

▪ Preparing all your meals ahead for the week 

▪ Completing your house cleaning tasks for the week

Establish And Keep Some Regular Routines As A Part Of Your Day



Your confidence in being able to handle anything that comes your way depends heavily on how you’re 

feeling, and your overall wellness level. 

If you’re feeling tired, stressed, and worn down, your confidence in your ability to handle anything that 

comes your way drops drastically – it’s tough to feel like you have a good grasp on anything when 

you’re not feeling 100% ready to tackle the day.

Physical health greatly effects your mental and emotional strength. 

Some examples of self-care activities include….

▪ Taking a hot, steamy bath or shower 

▪ Taking a nap 

▪ Participating in a hobby you enjoy 

▪ Getting a manicure or pedicure 

▪ Turning off your cell phone notifications for the evening 

▪ Reading a book 

Give Yourself Plenty Of Time For Self-Care



A good way to boost your confidence about handling anything that comes your way is to focus on 

the facts of any situations that arise. 

When you feel startled by something surprising that happens in your life, it’s easy to get sucked 

into negative thinking that’s often rooted in anxiety rather than fact.

Focusing on the facts allows you to build confidence by analyzing what’s really going on rather 

than allowing your anxious mind to wander off on a tangent and engage in emotional frenzy.

Focus On The Facts Of New Situations As They Arise



Taking good care of your body is a great way to build confidence in being able to handle 

anything that comes your way. 

Taking care of your physical health includes but is not limited to….

▪ Attending all your routine doctor’s check-ups and medical appointments 

▪ Brushing and flossing your teeth regularly 

▪ Eating a variety of nutritious foods 

▪ Getting a good night’s sleep as frequently as possible 

▪ Incorporating exercise and movement into each day

By taking good care of your body, you’re ensuring that your health will remain good for a long time. 

When you’re feeling your best, you can perform at your best, which is helpful when life’s random 

surprises occur.

Take Good Care Of Your Physical Health



Lifelong learners are people who never allow themselves to reach complacency in their 

education. 

Whether they’re teaching themselves a new skill, signing up for a class, or furthering their 

education in a formal classroom setting, lifelong learners want to keep learning all sorts of new 

things throughout their lifetimes. 

Being a lifelong learner is a great way to boost your confidence in your ability to handle anything 

that comes your way. 

When you’re a lifelong learner, you pick up a lot of great knowledge and new skills over time. 

All this acquired knowledge can be put to great use throughout your life – you never know when 

your knowledge of a skill you learned will come in handy. 

Adopt A “Lifelong Learner” Lifestyle



If you’ve ever experienced a particularly traumatic situation, you understand how some people, 

places, and events can be “triggering,” or quick to make you remember the pain and misery of that 

prior trauma. 

Triggering situations can tank your confidence – when you’re feeling those old feelings arise, you 

may feel like you can’t handle what’s happening in life.

To better prepare for these types of situations, you can boost your confidence by preparing an 

action plan for what to do in case a triggering situation arises. 

When you have a plan in place, you can move forward with more confidence that you’ll know what 

to do when trouble arises.

Create A Plan In Case You Find Yourself Involved In A 

Specific Difficult Situation That Tends To Trigger You



When you know yourself, you understand your abilities very well. 

Getting a full grasp on your strengths and weaknesses is an excellent way to feel more confident 

in being able to handle anything that comes your way. 

When you understand your strengths, you can call upon them when you need them most to be of 

service or solve problems. 

Alternatively, knowing your weaknesses is also a great way to keep your confidence up. 

When you understand what your weaknesses are, you can work to improve them and know how 

they might affect you when life throws you a surprise. 

Get To Know Yourself Well



If you are struggling to gain confidence in your ability to handle anything that comes your way, 

consider reaching out to a mental health professional. 

A counselor or therapist can help you navigate your fears and anxieties in a productive and 

helpful way, teaching you lots of great strategies along the way. 

Talking to someone outside of your personal life is a great way to get objective advice about 

what you can do to better prepare yourself and feel more confident about handling life’s 

surprises. 

Seek Help From A Mental Health Professional



This specific type of confidence requires a lot of trust in yourself in different areas. 

To achieve this type of confidence, you must practice trusting your abilities, trusting 

your knowledge, trusting your ability to let go of control, and trusting yourself to 

reach out to your support system, just to name a few. 

Learning how to perfect this type of confidence takes time and practice, 

but with some effort, you can master how to handle anything that comes 

your way and this can help you greatly excel in all areas of your life. 

HAVING CONFIDENCE THAT YOU CAN HANDLE 

ANYTHING THAT COMES YOUR WAY REQUIRES A 

LOT OF TRUST IN YOURSELF AND YOUR ABILITIES


